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LIKE MANY NEW YORKERS, I have
fo llowed in the past few months the
surge of responses to Jeremy 0. Harris's
celebrated Slave Play. As a psychoanalyst
who works with trauma, and who
treats individuals of various sexualities
and of different racial backgrounds, I
find it notable that, while fruitful conversations have been generated around
racial identity and interracial relationships by the play, few commentaries take
up the specific erotics of interracial desire or the play's implication that racism
can carry an erotic charge. I am also interested in consent, by far the least
attended to aspect of the play, which we encounter in the especially difficult

junction between sexuality and trauma. At this strained intersection, consent is
revealed at its most impotent, impossible to help clearly adjudicate desire. For
Harris, neither the white characters' "No" nor the black characters' "Yes" can be
taken at face value. Both have ties to antebellum slavery and, thus, both have to
be probed further, leading to the conclusion that the dominant discourse
around sexual consent may itself be whitewashed and in need of revision.

Slave Play landed on the New York theater scene with a thunderclap. The first,
fully sold-out run at New York Theatre Workshop in 2018 and the current
staging at Broadway's Golden Theatre (October 6, 2019, to January 19, 2020)
ignited a panegyric round of reviews, and a tide of celebratory appreciation for
Jeremy 0. Harris, the 30-year-old, gifted, queer, black playwright. Hailed as
inaugurating a different conversation around contemporary race relations in the
United States, the play has been called one of the best and most provocative
new works on Broadway, praised for delivering "a shot across the bow of the
Great White Way," and seen as taxing to the max white people's insecurities
about race. Accurate though they may be, we should be cautious regarding such
appraisals. It is one of whiteness's operations to understand everything as self
referential, yet this is not necessarily a play aiming to educate white people,
but, rather, one intended to problematize collective living in the shadow of
America's original sin, chattel slavery. In contrast to works of art that portray
the history of chattel slavery in the past tense, Slave Play puts its audience on a
collision course with how this history pulses through us in the present. Much of
the commentary, thus, focuses on the play's insistence that white supremacy
blasts gratingly in the everyday.
I f some theatergoers get up and leave during the first act though, it is not
because Slave Play holds whiteness to account (though, predictably, that kind of
resentment has also been voiced). No, those who go to some length to broadcast
their displeasure by gathering their belongings as if in slow motion before
heading for the exit; those who comment on social media that they felt
traumatized by the play/disrespected by Harris's depictions of black women;
those who ragefully object that it trivializes the history of slavery; and those
who initiated a petition demanding Slave Play's cancellation last year (themselves
mostly black) are protesting something else. They are protesting the racialized
stereotypes that drive the charged sexual scenes. These scenes seem to touch on
something that still lingers in us, something disavowed and hard to pin down.
Unfolding on a Southern plantation, the opening act stuns the audience with
three psychosexual encounters that involve vigorously simulated, on-stage sex.
In the first, Kaneisha, a dark-skinned female slave, is subjected to a sexually
tinged scene of racial denigration by Jim, the white plantation overseer. Their
exchange darts back and forth between debasement and soft acts of irreverence,
eventually culminating in Jim forcing himself on her sexually. In the second
encounter, Alana, a dim-witted and comical Southern mistress, commands her
handsome mixed-race slave, Philip, to play on "his little fiddle" some of that
"mulatto magic" that makes the female slaves "hoot and holla ... waiting to run
on ya later." Alana's specific intonation of the word "fiddle" implies that the real
instrument of Philip's magic is his penis - a depersonalizing violence against
black men that has a long history. Philip dutifully complies. Before long he is

face down on her bed, while she proceeds to forcibly sodomize him with a
sizable black dildo, an heirloom from her mother. The third, and most
complicated, sequence starts off with an inversion of the expected power
dynamic in a queer couple: Gary, a black plantation overseer, orders around
Dustin, the white-passing indentured servant. A few minutes into the scene,
the two are physically tangled in sexual excitement having stripped each other
down to their underwear. Dustin's already-thin servility quickly falls off as he
threatens Gary, "[I c]ould have you lynched for deigning to touch me like that
[...] You can talk to me anyway you please. But when it comes to touch [...] I am
Dustin The White." From "lynching" to "calling the police" on "suspicious"
black people, this scene unmistakably parallels the present, referencing just
how easily white - and white passing - people can endanger black people's
lives, whatever the relative positions of power either of them may otherwise
occupy. Racial trauma and colorism pulsate through Slave Play's first act under
the heavy burden of history - to the garish, clamorous accompaniment of
guttural sexual moans and heavy grunts. It's no wonder director Robert O'Hara
decided to withhold an intermission; he anticipated that anyone made
uncomfortable by the demanding horrors of the first act (that is, almost anyone
with a pulse), would be tempted to walk away.
The combination of sex, trauma, and degradation played out through racial
tropes is not an easy one to bear. But if you are coming to see a play that calls
itself Slave Play, O'Hara explains, "it should cost [you] something to watch it and

to experience it. [...] I don't think anyone should leave unscathed..." This echoes
Harris's stage directions that no one should work to "make the audience
comfortable." If the title Slave Play entices you to the Golden, you will not be
allowed to squirm out of noticing your voyeurism or your vicarious
identifications. Being called out for coming to watch would be discomfiting
enough. Things become exponentially more so when we find out in the second
act that what we have been watching so far was day four of a therapy dubbed
''Antebellum Sexual Performance Therapy" (not a real term or practice - it
shouldn't need to be said but, as a psychoanalyst, I'd better have). These sexual
scenes, scripted and consented to in advance by all parties, intend to address
the lack of sexual desire that affects the black partners.
The second act has an immediate retroactive effect on our understanding of the
first act, leading us to reshuffle its meaning. The entire first act, we are now led
to conclude, depicted fragments of sexual play where the protagonists were
acting as

if one were a master and as if the other were a slave. These power

dynamics were enacted under the supervision of trained professionals (though
the question of just how trained and how professional the second act's
therapist, Tea and Patricia, are, is a laugh line on a loop in act two). To those
familiar with kink communities, these scenes reference race play, a controversial
and well-established sexual practice (see here, here, and here), though surely
not everyone in the audience is aware of this citation. The this-was-scripted
and-part-of-therapy reassurance offered by the second act has a calming effect
on the audience.
The transition from the first act's pornodrama to the second act's jargon-filled
metalevel makes the audience feel relieved, and this further speaks to the

